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The fifty-second meeting of the Adtisory Committee for Biology and
Medicine was held at the Atomic Energy Commission in Washington DO C.9
Friday and baturday~ September 9 and 103 19559withthe following
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Friday, September 9, 1955

9:00 A.M.

The Advisory Ccnmwitteefor Biology and Medicine concerned itself on Friday

morning with studying research proposals$ reviewing staff papers and

material relating to the biological and medical program of the Div5sion

OT Biology and Medicine~

The

all

Dr.

Chairman convened

members present.

1$30ram

the meeting on Friday afternoon at 1%30 ”I?.M.with

Failla qsked Dr. Bugher to present Dr. H. Bentley Glass of Johns

Hopkins University who had been asked to serve

to replace Dr. Curt Stern whose term of office

Dr. Bugher stated that Dr. Glass is well known

the United States and other countries and that

as a member of the Committeeg

had expired in June$ 1955,

to all geneticists throughout

the consistent interest and

concern shown on the part of

the fact that an outstanding

Advisory Committee since its

the Advisory Committee has

geneticist has always been

inception.

been reflected in

a member of the

Dr. Bugher then introduced Dr. Shilling who had joined the Division in July~

as Special Assistant to the Director~ He noted that Dr. Shilling had years

of experience in the organization of the biomedical activities of the Office

of Naval Research and that his association with the Bureau of Medicine and

Surgery had given him an extensive background of research and of research

administration. The Committee expressed great satisfaction at this

fortunate addition to the staff.

Dr. Bugher told of the changes that had occurred in the Biology Branch.

Dr. John Wolfe of Ohio State University who has been teaching

plant ecology has joined the Branch to further the program in

courses in

ecology.
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Dr. Sterling Emerson from the California Institute of Technology has taken

over the genetics cmogram3 replacing Dr. Earl Green who has returned to

Ohio State University to resume his duties in teaching genetics.

Genetics Program - Dr. Pearson reviewed the discussions by the Committee
—

at the meeting held in Oak Ridge in May 1955 when they had given con-

sideration to expanding the genetics program particularly as related

to population genetics. It was suggested at that time that an Ad Hoc

Committee be appointed to study the program and b report to the

Director of

expanded.

Dr. Pearson

the Division as to what phases of the

reported that an outstanding group of

program should be

geneticists had been

appointed to make this survey and that they will assemble the latter

part of October at the Atomic Energy Commission in Washington$ D. C.

The Committee consists of:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

H. Bentley Glass - Johns Hopkins University
Curt Stern - University of California (Eerkeley)
George Beadle - California Institute of Technology
Earl Green ~~Ohio State University
James Neel - University of Michigan
W. L. Russell - Oak Ridge National Laboratory

It was pointed out that on the initiative of the United Kingdom a genetics

conference is to be held at Harweli on September 19 and 20$ i9~59 which

will be attended not only by representatives

Kingdom and the United States$ but also from

probably Sweden and Norway.

from Canada~ the

one or two

One of the objectives of this conference is to see just

the genetics program may be carried on by the U. K. and

othe.r

what segments of

other countries~

and then what segments might k carried cm in this country.
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Atomic Rmub Dr. Bugher oriented the Committee on tinerecent activities
~
Commission of the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission. He said that the—c

Pr~gram was receiting more international attention than had been the case

inthe past. In Gsneva~ at the InternationalConference on peacetime

Uses of Atomic Energy it was mentioned by various peoples particularly

in regard to the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission genetics studies.

The Chairman inquired~ ~?whathas happened to the plan for a medical

reactor program for Japan’8? Dr. Bugher replied that he had asked the

Rockefe],lerFoundation in Japan to make a study of medical education

from the standpoint of possibilities of increasing support for the medical

school at Hiroshima. The Foundation came to the conclusion that the

SUppOrt to medical schools should be in Tokyo where the two outstanding

schools are located. Also~ the Japanese Science Council expressed

entkasiasm over building up the Hiroshima Medical College---ofbuilding

a center for medical education and research and of amalgamating various

facilities of the school with facilities of t,neAi3CC.

Dr. Bugher explained furtner that another factor in this rather complicated

picture is the interest by the Episcopal.Church

of a reactor to Saint L’wkesHospital in Japan.

in possibly making a gif+.

Dr. Failla propounded the

questions of ‘How does the medical profession feel about this situation

in Japan? Are they in favor of having the reactor at Hiroshima or Tokp?:$

A report on the subject matter will be made at a later date.

Radiological Thesis =,Dr. Hardin Jones$ of the Dormer Laboratory~ University

of California presented a thesis cm the radiation problem as it may affect

populations. He maintains that the aging process in humans may be

accelerated generally in proportion to the disease incidence experienced
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in early life; and that if radiation is superimposed cm the nominal aging

f’aetors$a statistical shortening of life span can be expected in pro-

portion -tothe radiation levels to which a population has been exposed.

The thesis is based in par% on a status report on the follow-up of the

survivors of the A-bomb in Japan.

A copy of Dr. JonesU report may ‘befoumd in the files of the Division

of Biology and

Sea Disposal
Atomic Wastes

SllppOtishould

Medicine.

The Committee discussed

of atomic wastes. They

briefly the subject of sea disposal

considered the question of whether

be given such studies as outlined by Dr. Claus~ but hoped

that funds advanced for this purpose would not be taken from research.

It was brought out

and the increasing

for the Ccmnission

during the discussionthat in view of the vastness

importance of the problem$ that it may be desirable

to make a study of the problem. Dr. Cmtril inquired

whether there could not be some intemationXl-

out which would be cooperative and eventually

agreement since the ocean is an international

program of research worked

end in some international

body of water. It was con-

cluded that a fair-sized program should be initiated in

if funds earlbe made available.

wigwam Dr. Eoss reported to the Committee on the Fish

the near future--

Monitoring Programf)

necessitated by Operation Wigwam. Dr. Doisy suggested that the complete

report of the activities of the program be placed in the record. It reads

as follows:



—

Prior tc the underwater test detonation (OperationWigwam) of a
small fission weapon in the eastern Pacific this past spring (May 1955)
the Division of Biology and Medicine was directed to establish a fish
monitoring system on the west coast. The basic reasons for activating
the program were twofold9 (a) to establish beyond a doubt that no com-
merically caught fish in the eastern Pacificj landed at west coast ports3
were contaminated by dangerous amounts of radioactive fission products,!
and (b) to reassure the public and the twenty-two fish canners in the
event of any adverse,j sensational publicity that the fish were not con-
taminated. The Federal Food and Drag Administration was requested to
cooperate in establishing the program in view of their mass-testing tuna
program following the H-bomb test in 1954jexisting public confidence in
the agency, and their specific responsibility of guaranteeing that all
fish and fish products landed at west coast ports were free of all con-
tamination.

Thirty-two personnel were assigned to the operation.

(a) Food and Drug assigned the Los Angeles and San Francisco

Districts Chiefs and five food inspectors.

(b) The Armed Forces Special Weapons Project furnished eighteen
enlisted men anr!two officers from the 1st Radiological Safety Support
Unit. The men were sworn in by Food and Drug as deputy food inspectors
and worked in white coveralls. All had appropriate clearances.

(c) The UCLA-AEC Project assigned three scientists from their

Health Physics 13ranch and personnel to train the enlisted men, and officers,
and five Food and Drug inspectors.

(d) The Division of Biology and Medicine assigned one man from
the Instruments Branch and one from the Biology Branch.

Automatic rate meters, Nuclear Instrument 1619,Esterline-Angus
recorders and alarm systems (MR-.l/+)were installed in specially con-
structed moisture controlled boxes at the large canneries at Terminal
Island and San Diego. The boxes were built and the instruments assembled
by and at the UCIA-AEC Project. Twelve unloading lines were monitored by
AEC automatic instruments~ and ten lines by instruments owned by the
cannery at seven of the largest canneries. AEC personnel assisted the
canners in modernizing and calibrating their instruments.
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Twenty-nine portable GM meters for hand monitoring at the smaller
canneries were borrowed from the California State Civil Defense Organizat-
ion by the UCLA-AEC Project. The biophysics branch at UCLA assumed the
responsibility for the operat,ionj maintenance and repair of the hand and
a-ctomaticinstruments.

The alarms of the automatic instruments were set at 2X background
(O.& mr/hr. or ~00 c/p/m.), namely .02 mr/hr (1100 e/p/m) for a 6-inch
wi$.efish. The monitoring was started at all plants on May 12j 195’5.

Hand monitoring by the deputy Food and Drug inspectors was discon-
tinued on July 7’>195Sj and the A3C automatic counting units were removed
fron lar~e plants on August 3j 1955. The automatic counting units have
been overhauled and stored at the UCL4-AEC Project for future emergencies
on the west coast.

From May 12 to August 3, 1955, a total of over 49 million pounds
of fish and fish products were monitored as shown by the following
table.

Terminal
Variety Island

Anchovies 209~~oo
Mackerel 2,193,500
Shark Livers 84,500
Shark Fins 15,000
Tuna (pre-biast) 16,8509000
Tuna (post-blast) 16,691,000

(All figures are in pounds)

San Diego Monterey Total

209,500
11,000 2,204,500

84,500
15’9000

10,4029000 27,252jooo
2,713>000 344,000 19,71L8,000

Total Tuna Monitored 47,001,000
Other Fish Monitored 2,513,s00

Total Fish Monitored 49j51~,500 pounds

No radioactivity was detected in fish caught in the Wigwam area or’
c.asternPacific.

Three special problems occurred during the monitoring program.

(a) On June 13 the South Coast Cannery unloaded a shipment of

377 (12~530Ibs.)frozen yellow fin tuna imported from Yokohama, Japanj
via San Francisco. The automatic counting instruments detected radio-
activity in four fish of the total shipment. One of the four exhibited
readings greater than 0.10 mr/hr at four inches from all body surfaces.
Inside the oral cavity readings of 0.2 to 0.5 mr~nr were recorded. The
four fish were impounded and the remainder of the shipment was released
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anclcanned. The j3-lkI. fish with the highest reading was sent to the
VC1,A-AEC Project and to the Analytical Branch of the New York Health and
Safety Laboratory for radiochemical analysis. A separate report will be

made upon completion of the radiochemical analysis.

(b) On June 8, the California Department of Fish and Game Research
Vesselg I’.I.B. Schofieldj landed at San Pedro. The ship had caught approxi-
mately a ton of fish in the W-igwam test area after the detonation. The
crew and fishery biologists had eaten some of the fish and were extremely
apprehensive they had consumed some radioactive contaminated fish. A team
of Food and Drug inspectors monitored the cargo and ship. No radioactivity
was detected.

(c) During the first week of the operation the alarms on the auto-
matic instruments were tripped at two plants in San Diego and one at
Terminal Island. The fish unloading lines were shut down until the fish
were monitored by hand and ascertained to be negative. A survey deter-
mined that.a commerc~.a’lshipyard repair firm was using a 3000 millicurie
source of Cesium to check the finished welds on vessels. When the source
was transferred to smaller pigs and carried from the panel truck to the
weld the resulting radioactivity was sufficient to trip the alarms, when
the source was 75 yards or closer to the automatic counters. Readings
near the truck were 20 mr/hr~ Arrangements were made to correlate their
operations with the f~sh unloading activities.

No extreme adverse publicity resulted from the monitoring program
and in general the west coast tuna canners and public accepted the criteria

that the operation :Jasa routine Food and Drug - AEC activity.

Norpac A brief outline of the activities of Norpac was presented by
Dr. &ss. He stated that there are three countries involved in

this international sampling of the Northern Pacific and that at a later
date a full report on Norpac will be given to the Conxnittee.

Redwing Mr. Eisenbud made a few remarks concerning Operation Redwing.
He spoke of the monitoring program and of the basic differences

in the approach to the problem from that used in the Castle series.

Adjournment The meeting adjourned at S:00 P~M. and the Chairman stated
that the Committee till reconvene on Saturday morning at 9:00 A.M.
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Saturday, September 10$ 195’5

Civ.1 Eff’ects zt,,.—
::crajaTes~- T}i= Chairman opened the second day of the meetin~ by————

Ca,l>l;-i&ol~,Mr. Cors”oi.eto review the civil effects participation in the

y~~~o~ series ccnd’k~ctsdin the sprirl~0< 1955. Mr. Corsbie described

Defense Admin~.stratIon

;heir responsibilities.

~P.t~.e structural prof;ram

corsh~e pe~nted out that

o .f tile$375Y’200 indllst,ryhad cop;t,ribllt~d$3005000. This lwas the first

test.in :.hich inclustrvwas permitted to furnish funds t;hat COU15 be

app].iedfor structures to be erected a~.dtested at the test site.

Nr. Corsble said that-a large effort has been made to expedite the

placin~ of myormation gleaned from the test series into the hands of

FCDA authori.wes antiothers who would need it. He mentioned one report

prepared by L. V. llshelter~ for Citi.1PopulationsonVortmanj entitiedj

This report ~.s ot c:assifted,y howevers the author had listed 3“7refer-

ences to weapons ~~>strePOrts ~overin{~ a’bOVe-~rOUndCO!?stl-l(ct~Lon~~~

are eitilerclassified Confidential or Secret-Restricted Data; of The

14 references to the below-~round structures~ 13 are classified

dential or Secret-llestricted Data; and of the earth str:~ctl]res,

are Classifle<j.

‘Clonfi-

ali ~
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The Comrxitt,eewas informed that there are L8 docwnents prepared from

recent tesljactivities which concern civilian medical ana biological

sll:n,jectsbut which remain classified; 7 are from GREENHOUSE; 2 from

lUJJ’2Z1t;6 fron RvSTE::-JAXGLE; 2 from TUMBL12?-SNAPPER; 1 from IVY;

17 from UPSHOP-KNOTHOL3; 3 from CASTLE; 1 from WIGWAN; 9 from TEAPOT

and 2 from SANDSTOI:E.

A fuli deliberation was held on the problem and it was suggested to

the Director of the Division of Biology and Medicine that it might be

well to formulate some method whereby documents could be made avai.l-

ab’lein unclassified form and that some method be found whereby important

information can be made available to either the FCDA or the public in

a usuable manner.

The Committee is co:nizant of the fact that there is not any particular

unit in the Commission that has the continuous responsibility for the

review of classified Cocum:nt,swith a m:ew to initiating declassification.

Therefore> in this connections the Committee unanimously approved the

followinq reconnendation:

(a) “Thatdeclassifiable information be separated from the rest and
deposited in a form that would be available to the public;

(b) “That some means be found for extracting from the backlog the
material of general interest which needs to be summarized and
interpreted .n

Current Activities
of the Dlmsion Dr. Bugher opened his remarks by giving the high

lights of the Geneva Conference. He spoke

butions made by Dr. Paul G. LeFevre of the

of the outstanding contri-

llivision of Biology and l’ledicinej
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who assisted Dr. Paul }!cDaniel of the Research Division in the organization

and plannin~ ‘fith specl.ficreference to the selection of the scientific

papers to be preser,ted to the Conference. Of the 1110 papers presented

to t~e Conference by all the participatin~ co~tries, either orally or for

inclusion in the published proceed.in:sj approximately one half were sub-

mitted by the United States.

~+e said t,jnat~.~reBlltenhoff undertook the form~ation of the scientific

exhibit. It was ar o-utstandin;;piece of work and many favorable torments

had been expressed over the exhibit.

Mr. Brown followed by discussing the Atomic Energy Act of 195’Ljnoting an

intent to permit an(~encourage industry to play a Ereater role in the

development of atomic energy. He told of activities of the Division of

Civilian Application and of the establishment of the D~.vision of Inspection.

He pointed out that ir the General }lana~er~s Office there had been developed

a reactor hazards evaluation staff for the purpose of relievin~ the reactor

safe~uar:ls committee [~fsome administrative burdens.

Mr. Stanwood was called upon to give a short bud~etary review. He sa~d

that for the fiscal :?arj l?~~j that the Division had a budget of !$2’ijOOOj003j

and of that amount $26j800jO00 had been expended. In I?j6jthe current

fiscal yearj Conjyess appropriated $27j000jO00 which was the amount requested.

Howeverj due to the administration of tineradioisotopes research programj

plus a number of other itemsj it ha~ been necessary to increase the request

of the Division by $500jO00.
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Nr. Stanwood added furtherj that in 19575 due to our expandine pro:ram~

it is anticipated

Foreign Doctors
Tour–

that a request will be submitted for $30,500,000.

Dr. Dmham described the first of the tours for Foreign

Doctors to visit AEC installations and certain biolo~ical and rnedicai lab-

oratories in the IlnitedStates for the purpose of studying the peaceful

uses of atomic ener(gy. The tour was under the jurisdiction of the State

Department and the .her~.canCouncil of Education and ~.ncooperation with

the AZC.

~~~-. Tamnaro briefly outlined the activities of the Division of Inter-

national Affairs.

The Com:tittec was :ratified to learn from Mr. Tammaro that the Commission

was lendl.nd every ei:fortto arouse interest in the atomic energy program

ajmon~:promisinq youn~ scientists

He mentioned that the Russian scientific training curve is goin: up and

that from all reportsj it looks like Russia will be producinE 505(1’?0

scientists and er.gineers a year while the United States appears to be

droppin~ from 523000 to 37jO00 per year.

Gabrie~-S~shine Dr. Western reviewed the

Sunshine progan. He stated that there has

pro~ress on the Gabriel-

been increased interest

i.nthe possible biolo::ical effects O: falloutj particularly from near-

surface bursts of high yield weapor.s. TJnich aspect of such fallout would

be critical may depend to a larEe de~ree on defense ne=slmes employed.
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khile there has been 1].ttle investi~at,ion of specific defense measures

which mi~:htbe feasiblej it appears reasonable to assume that the hazards

from any one aspect of radioactive fallout could be ~reatly reduced by

appropriate defensive action. Strontium90 is still considered to be the

most probable critical factor.

Dr. western brought out that there are many unanswered questions related

90
to hazards from strontium . He said that the distribution of strontium

9Q

in local fallout and the stratosphere are poorly

<arethe actual concentrations of strontium
90 in

known. Also poorly known

the human skeleton necessary

to produce various biolo~ical effects. A program to obtain better biological

data in large mammals, using do:s, is being initiated.

The Sunshine propam of assayinc the occurrence of strontium
90 in the

biosphere has pro~ressed sufficiently to permit a semi-quantitative

estimate of t’neratio between the fal’out of strontium
90

and the occur-

rence of strontium 9“ in the skeletons of persons living in areas of general

failout. This ratio ~.sbased on direct observation of concentrations in

soil and bone samples in a particular ~eo~raphical areaj and mi~ht vary

considerably with var].ation in such conditions as dietary habits~ soil

characteristics design and.use of weaponsj and protective measures.

Dr. Western states further that the highest percentages of strontium
90

observed in hurranbones in the United States are of the order of one-

thousandth the maximum permissible value for occupational exposure to

strontiumP currently recommended by the International Commission on

~adiolo;~ical Protection and b~-the United States National Committee on

Radiation Protection.
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I:cnevaConference
Aims for ;eace Dr.

activities of the Geneva

Bugher expanded his previous remarks regarding the

Conference. It was his belief that the conference

from the very be~innin:; to the final ~eneral session was an outstanding

Success. He noted that no political notes or views were injected.

Every effort was made to make it underscore science and to subdue politics.

Dr. LeFevre summarized the work in Dr. McDanie18s office which was concerned

l,~th the technical papers pro~ram and the handling of the Operations in

Genevae

Mr. Butenhoff explained the various facets of the official United States

exhibit. He said that a total of 36,200persons viewed the exhibit in a

two week period and in some cases there were close to 1000 persons per

hour seekins adrrission.

Nr. Butenhoff ‘oro@lt out that the exhibit of fuel elements received a

:reat dc.alof attention from other countries because this is really the

first time t,hatthe AEC has even broken down the classification barriers

an(~shown fuel elenenis as they are used.

Dr. ‘darren commented briefly with respect to the Russian medical exhibit.

Two things in particular were stressed, (1) the use of isotopes, P-32 were

being used, where in the {Jnited States, X-ray is used for superficial

lesions such as

into the cobal;;

,..

an~iomas, skin

~x’o~ra.mrather

cancer> etc; (2) the Russians have cone

extensively at an early date.
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The Cha.~.rmanremarked that at a ~atherin,:where there were Russians present5

ilclla.doccasion to ask one of them when they had the first Pile in operation

am: that the immediate reply was 194<. Then the gentlemen from Russia volun-

teered the

Dr. l’ailla

information that in 19b7 they had their first atomic bomb.

did not :<nowwhether this was a true statement} however> he

stated that other information indicates that in 19b9 they:=re wing

radioisotopes extensively in research.

Dr ~~I’ailla continued h: saying that in his opinion IltheUnited states made

a very good showi.nz in Geneva as far as exlhibitsand papers and or&ani-

zation are concerned and that the staff of the AEC really did a magnificent

job. It wa5 a tremendous task in the short time that was available and I

really was proud of the showing made.ti

He spoke of the cban~e in policy that had occurred in Russia recently

and of his discussion with a Russian scientist regarding it. A1s05 he

said that the cold war now is not going to be so much in re~ard to military

power or at least, i.nre~ard to the nuclear weapons race but more,in tech-

nological zdvancese

Dr. Failla lmou:ht out that the Russians think that by makin~ technological

advances

the rest

which is

and appearin~ to be very peace-loving they can isolate ::sfror.

of the world; and therefore, they can gain their ultimate aimj

peace on their own terms.

International Atomic
Energy Agency Dr. BuSher stated that the International Atomic—

Energy Agency is now in motion as originally planned by the United Nations



Resolution. This agency will be a center for international cooperation

and wouid.assist in the arrangements for distribution of fissionable

materials for research reactors.

Research Program Dr. Shilling led the discussion on the Research

nJro:ramo ~e said t!la~it is his purpose to analyze the on-site Research

?ro:ram to see ~ilatcovera:e there is by way of areas of interest and

needs of the atomic energy pro~:ram. Alsoj that he wished to try to

~n$er{:r,g.tethe o~-sit,e

}“~rthernore~ that both

most carefully in case

proEram more thorou~bilywith the off-site pro:rn.

the on-site and off-site programs should be reviewed

of a cutback became necessary in order to have

sufficient funds to allocate the new research

expressed concern over the overhead problem.

Shillin2 mentioned the paper submitted by the

projects. Dr. Burnett

In this connection, Dr.

Director, National Science

Foundation to the Directors Bureau of the BudCetj entitled} ‘Recommendations

for a Uniform Policy for paying the Indirect costs of Research Supported

by the Federal Go~Ternment at Universities and Colleges.n The Committee

requested that a copy of the paper be ser,tto them for their persual.

A full discussion ensued.

The Chairman said that in view of the importance of learninS of’the

current trends in the biological and medical research program and to

discuss the recommendations of the National Science Foundation concerniri~

costs of support by the Federal Government, that it would be well to

hold a three day meeting for the next session of the Committee and to

devote one full day to these problems.
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It was the sense of the Committee that it would be advantageous to hold

the three day meeting as suG2ested by the Chairman.

M5.nutes of
51st MeetinE
ORNQ -.—
May 5, 6 and 7, 1955

at the G3NT on May 59 6

A few minor corrections

The Minutes of the 5’lstmeeting of the ACBM held

and 7, 1955 were presented for Consideration.

were sug~ested.

Dr. ‘Jarren

notion and

moved the approval of the Minutes, Dr, Doisy seconded the

the ?iinuks ‘Jwre approvecl unanimously.

Next Meeting ‘Thefi~ty-tiird meeting of the ACBM is scheduled to be

held at the AEC in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday, November 30, 1955,

Thursday and Friday, December 1 and 2, 1955.

The Committee proceeded into Executive Session at 3:05 P.M.

Executive Session The Committee considered names of nominees to fill the

vacancy on the Committee membership. The Committee was aware of the out-

standing service rendered by Dr. John C. Bugher to the nation and to the

atomic energy program. They felt that they should continue to take

advantage of Dr. Bugherls experience ability and familiarity in the

AEC biolo~ical and medical research program. Therefore, the Committee

voted unanimously that a recommendation should be forwarded to the General

Manaser that Dr. Bugher be

termination of his prssent

Biology and l.ledicine. The

appointed a member of the Committee on the

appointment as Director of the Division of

meetin~ adjourned at 5:00 P.11.
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